Environmental forum probes issues

By GWENDOLYN NOGUE

In an effort to provide education on environmental issues, Students for Environmental Action organized a forum at which students and professors considered topics related to aspects of the environmental picture. Rita was the moderator of the Montgomery Theater last night.

Much publicized concerns such as global warming, pollution control, environmental policies, and its relation to the deep ecology were topics of discussion at the forum.

Uma Balakrishnan, who teaches a graduate class on Global and Environmental Issues for the Government Department, spoke on global warming.

"There is a difference between the Green House effect and global warming," she said, noting that the Green House EF is "normal" whereas the Green House effect is "accelerated.

According to Balakrishnan, atmospheric carbon dioxide contributes to a measurable increase in global temperatures. The question that exists today, she said, is whether or not this increase in carbon dioxide is the main cause of global warming. Balakrishnan said she believes it is.

"Any aspect of human activity produces carbon dioxide," she said.

When the earth warms, there is an increase in vegetation, more decomposition, and a rise in sea level. Consequently, there is an "increase in the intensity and frequency of tropic storms," thus producing "environmental refugees," who must leave their homes in search of safe land.

Noting that there is a 50/50 chance that global warming actually exists, Balakrishnan asked, "Which side of the 50/50 chance do you want to be on?" peaking on pollution control.

Lloyd Ketchum said that part of his job is "cleaning up the sins of the past." As a faculty member for the Environmental Science Department, he said that he would like to appoint you to the court.

By GWENDOLYN NOGUE

Uma Balakrishnan, a graduate student in the government department, spoke about global warming and its affects on the environment as a part of NO Earth Week '94.

"A healthy environment is a healthy economy," she said. "We need to think about the future."

"Our generation and the next will have to face the environmental refugees, who want to have," he said. "We need to be thinking about the future, and look for another political figure."

Interior Secretary Bruce Babbitt said last week he had not want to be considered, and Education Secretary Richard Riley made the same request last year. Both Babbitt and Riley are former governors. New York Gov. Mario Cuomo was the exact opposite last year, and when Clinton was filling his first high court vacancy a year ago, he also had not put out a con tention. Clinton ultimately turned to Judge Ruth Bader Ginsburg, Speaking to reporters on Capitol Hill, Clinton said he was "reluctantly accepting" his nomination, that he could not guarantee the attention necessary to steer a suitable health care reform and I don't want to do anything to detract from that."
So many lists, so little time

Sitting in a meeting two weeks ago, my hands began to shake uncontrollably. Sleep deprivation will do that to you, I assured myself. No need to be alarmed. But then I felt a churning deep inside my stomach. I looked up quickly to see if anyone had noticed. Three people were staring at me, looking for the source of the growl. I looked around too, but there was no use pre­lending—they knew it was me. I smiled weakly and put my head back down.

What was wrong with me, I asked myself. I normally do not emit animal noises from my stomach. But when did that happen? No one had noticed. I began to worry—where would this lead? When I examined some of these lists, I saw that to you, I assured myself. No need to be alarmed.

I’ll admit that for some people this is not at all unusual. I have friends who get up late for dinner. These are the same friends that I taunted for not realizing what is truly important—life. I had crossed over—had become one of them.

I lived by my three calendars and ongoing lists of things to do. I compulsively planned my days down to the last minute eliminating activities which were not priorities—unimportant things like sleeping and eating. Somewhere along the line, my priorities got out of order.

How could this happen to me? I love food. I used to spend all the days around mealtimes—wake up, eat, go to class, eat, work, eat, sleep. Life was so simple then. Could it be that I had become too busy?

I began to worry—where would this lead? What if I forget to breathe next? I could hear them asking: "Are you okay, are you okay?"

I forced myself to take a long, hard look at my ongoing lists—what to do today, tomorrow, this weekend, this summer, for the rest of my life. They provided a framework to my chaotic life and made sure I could relax.

When I examined some of these lists, I saw projects that I used to complete. "What to do today, tomorrow, this weekend, the summer," my lists, and, more importantly, no time for rest. I held up my lists and schedule as a badge of honor. But I had spread myself too thin. I could be accomplishing more with less.

Sometimes I feel myself reaching for a calendar to make a schedule, but I am learning to relax. I actually have been able to go out at the weekends. I am learning to keep everything to drop everything to travel with a friend without worrying about all of the things that I could be accomplishing.

While I still keep a busy schedule, I no longer hold my lists and schedule as a badge of honor. But I do hold on to the belief that I could relax.

The views expressed in the Inside Column are those of the author and not necessarily those of The Observer.
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Los Angeles roads reopen

Los Angeles roads reopening early after earthquake

Even on traffic jams looked sweet Tuesday on the Santa Monica Freeway as commuters celebrated the quake-seven years' road's early reopening. Repairs were finished 12 weeks after the Jan.

17 quake, earning the contractor $15 million. In early completion took $50,000 a year's money that commuter Faisal Robile considers well spent.

"It's excellent. I think it was worth it," said Bob Luhe, 15-year resident trip from coastal Santa Monica to downtown Los Angeles was trimmed from hours to minutes.

The freeway was to have reopened Tuesday morning, but officials allowed traffic onto it last Monday—just in time for Gov. Pete Wilson, who is running for re-election, to make the 11:00 a.m. news.

Transportation Secretary Federico Pena, Wilson and Mayor Richard Riordan cleared away orange-colored cones, and its California Highway Patrol motorcycle offi­cers led the first group of motorists across the spans.

With their horns blaring, the first drivers leaned out of their windows, whistling for the TV cameras and kicking up clouds of dust. A few hours later, morning griddlock made clear things were back normal on the freeway, which handles more than 300,000 vehicle trips per day.

Traffic jams were even wel­comed at a cere­mony today morning, where Vice President Al Gore joined other politicians. He called for the cutting of red tape, financial incentives for the contractor and cooperation between levels of government.

Traffic jams have never looked so good as it did today on the Santa Monica Freeway," Riordan said.

The reopening mended the heart of the region's crucial highway system, ending losses to the economy that truckers and the Wilson administration put at more than $1 million a day.

The celebration was marred by accusations of political game-playing and wort that extra safety work is needed. Riordan said.

Listed among the complaints were the delays in the smoking of a $3 million bonanza. It's money politicians. He did, but I had spread myself too thin. I could be accomplishing more with less.

Gay couple rejected at wedding

President Robert Filippini and YiayosS Moguinit say they're moving across the world in American, Russian relations. But there are some relations that I'm not ready for. On Tuesday, authorities turned down the men's application for marriage. The couple had arrived at Wedding Palace No. 4 checking bouquets of flowers and their application for a two-year marriage. But they didn't really expect the application to be accepted. "The main thing is to draw attention to the problems of homosexuals in Russia, protest the politics of sexism and show the strength of Russian-American ties," Moguinit said. The couple's arrival to the marriage has given it a name after Russia lifted a Soviet-era law that had made safer homosexuality a crime punishable by up to five years in prison.

Pentagon scams still a problem

A couple of bland forms and some forgery produced a $3 million bonanza for a former Military Glenn, who is running for re-election, truckers and the Wilson administration put at more than $1 million a day.

A mysterious fire that killed 24 Taiwanese on a Chinese pleasure host is poisoning the post cold war détente that began when the United States agreed to free trade talks with China. The March 31 tragedy on Thousand Island Lake in eastern China has made it necessary by the great number of test-takers to relatives who traveled there hoping to find out how it happened. Their accounts of the callous and highhanded manner in which they were treated have caused the Chinese society into a fit of rage. "Bandit" is an epithet commonly hurled across the Taiwan Straits during the four decades that Beijing and Taipei were at each other's throats. But since the era of rapprochement began in 1987, it has not been heard from a Taiwanese leader.

Japan's politics in tatters

A few hours after the explosion, the emboldened opposition party, the Liberal Democrats, plotted a return to power. "Our discussions are still stuck," negotiator Takashi Yonemizu conceded after the latest talks Tuesday on the government's future plans. Following the resignation of Prime Minister Haruki Nakasone, coalition leaders said they wanted to avoid an outright breakup. Nakasone has showed the initial reluctance to form a new government, the former prime minister's rumored popularity has kept the tensions between liberals and conservatives in the coalition in check. But now that Nakasone is quitting over a scandal involving personal finances, the conservatives have re-emerged. Coalition leaders fear that Japan's chief power broker, Ichiro Ozawa, will be the real power in the new government.

China-Taiwan relations strained

Japan's eight-bloc governing coalition struggled to keep from tearing itself apart Tuesday. Seeing the disarray, the emboldened opposition party, the Liberal Democrats, plotted a return to power. "Our discussions are still stuck," negotiator Takashi Yonemizu conceded after the latest talks Tuesday on the government's future plans. Following the resignation of Prime Minister Haruki Nakasone, coalition leaders said they wanted to avoid an outright breakup. Nakasone has showed the initial reluctance to form a new government, the former prime minister's rumored popularity has kept the tensions between liberals and conservatives in the coalition in check. But now that Nakasone is quitting over a scandal involving personal finances, the conservatives have re-emerged. Coalition leaders fear that Japan's chief power broker, Ichiro Ozawa, will be the real power in the new government.
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**Delayed Deford to visit ND**

**By MEGAN McGrath**

Sport Writer

The posters all round campus carry Gentlemen’s Quarterly’s assessment of Frank Deford as “the World’s Greatest Sportswriter.”

But the award-winning journalist, who will be giving a lecture this evening at 7:30 p.m. in the Library Auditorium, has a career that stretches beyond the confines of sports writing. Deford is not only well known as a former writer for Sports Illustrated and as the founding editor of the now-defunct National Sports Daily. He was named to the mid-century class of Sportscasters and Sportswriters and is a two-time writer of the year award.

He is also the author of 11 books, including his most recent, “Love and Infamy,” a story of an American living in Japan before the bombing of Pearl Harbor.

“I have always been interested in fiction and non-fiction,” says Deford, who is currently in sports editor for Vanity Fair.

“I like to focus my non-fiction writing on sports subjects and my fiction on a variety of topics. I like to go back and forth between sports and other subjects because I think it invigorates me; when I am able to get away from sports for awhile and then return I have told me more enthusiasm for them.”

Deford became best known outside of the sporting community with his 1983 book “Alex: The Life of a Child,” dealing with the death of his eight-year-old daughter of cystic fibrosis.

“Alex was clearly the most important influence in my life,” Deford says. “That may sound strange to say of someone who died at age eight, but she was so brave and so special that it doesn’t make any difference.”

Deford is the chairman of the National Cystic Fibrosis Foundation and is very excited about the progress science is making towards the cure of the disease.

“For what the doctors have told me, the work they’ve been doing with gene therapy has brought them close to a cure,” Deford says. “The years of frustration and pain have changed to a time that’s bright and optimistic. But even as we can see an end in sight, people are still dying, so we can’t stand up and cheer. But it’s a wonderful, wonderful feeling.”

Deford is looking forward to taking a break from his research to visit the Notre Dame campus. “When I had to postpone my February visit (Deford was slated to be a part of the Sophomore Literary Festival) I really wanted to come back,” Deford said. “I enjoy going to colleges and talking to students. I enjoy meeting with them and getting their feedback.”

**SOPHOMORES**

**IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN BEING ON JUNIOR CLASS COUNCIL NEXT YEAR, (DORM REPS AND COMMISSIONERS), PICK UP AN APPLICATION IN STUDENT GOVERNMENT OFFICE.**

**DEADLINE APRIL 15 BY 5:00 P.M.**

**ATTENTION SENIORS!**

1994 Senior Informal

Friday, April 15th, at 7:00 p.m. in Corpus Christi Parish Hall off Portage Avenue

—sit-down Polish wedding feast dinner—
—hours of dancing—
—cash bar—
—two great bands, Sabor Latino & CRIPE Street—
—only $120 a person—
—tickets on sale at LaFortune—
YOU CAN HAUL, BUT NOT DRIVE
By CORRINE DORAN
Assistant News Editor
U-Haul drivers, a change in the constitution, budget allocations and plans for freshman orientation were the major focus of discussion at last evening's Hall President's Council (HPC) meeting.

Because of a concern for safety, halls will probably no longer be able to have students drive U-Haul trucks used to transfer items to dorms using U-Haul trucks. In reviewing the council's constitution, the position of treasurer was added as part of the unanimously approved HPC constitutional changes. The policy review committee was deleted from the document. The changes will need to be approved by the Office of Student Affairs. In other administrative matters, plans for next year's budget were announced. The council will have a $35,000 budget. Special events will receive $3,000, administration costs will be allocated $1000 and off campus will receive $1000. Because of changes in the way the budget is going to be distributed, either hall allocations or weekend wheels will need to be cut from HPC's budget, according to Rich Palermo, HPC chair. The HPC will vote next week which program it wishes to sponsor. Hall allocations are about $12,000 and would amount to about $500 per dorm. Weekend wheels would receive $1000 if it is chosen to be continued.

Forum continued from page 1

fifty or sixty years. Timons offered methods with which environmental policy and the job market can complement each other. The government can provide incentives for businesses. Grants can be given for study of environmental issues, and the public can support legislators who make "tough decisions." Ultimately, according to Timons, we need a major shift in our values and how we think in relation to the environment. Steve Zavestoski, a Notre Dame graduate, focused on a spiritual aspect of the environment, known as "deep ecology."

"It is something that is understood, a focus on self, not an academic discipline," he said in reference to deep ecology. Zavestoski spoke of a human crisis. "We have lost sense of what it means to be a human. We have lost our sense of place."

This, according to Zavestoski, is because we have adapted to a manufactured environment. "Are we incapable of living in the natural world? In the wild?" he asked. "Healing ourselves," according to Zavestoski, "is an individual process and a social process." Students for Environmental Action is helping to contribute to this process, according to Co-President, Moore Murray. "We are education in action," she said.

Rita continued from page 1

Rita is currently enrolled and attending classes as a second year law student, confirmed Peggy Buraczewski, a representative of the registrar's office. Three of Rita's friends led police to her apartment and directed them to his bedroom, according to Gayle Spencer from the Office of Student Affairs. "We are 80 to 90 percent sure you will not be able to drive them as students," said Spencer.

Plans to provide drivers will be discussed. The costs of the drivers will likely be split between the dorms using U-Haul trucks. In reviewing the council's constitution, the position of treasurer was added as part of the unanimously approved HPC constitutional changes. The policy review committee was deleted from the document. The changes will need to be approved by the Office of Student Affairs. In other administrative matters, plans for next year's budget were announced. The council will have a $35,000 budget. Special events will receive $3,000, administration costs will be allocated $1000 and off campus will receive $1000. Because of changes in the way the budget is going to be distributed, either hall allocations or weekend wheels will need to be cut from HPC's budget, according to Rich Palermo, HPC chair. The HPC will vote next week which program it wishes to sponsor. Hall allocations are about $12,000 and would amount to about $500 per dorm. Weekend wheels would receive $1000 if it is chosen to be continued.

Kmiec continued from page 1

abortion, the Court "must not abet this forfeiture of legislative responsibility." Supporters in the press and the courts lauded Blackmun as a voice of the excluded and the powerless. "How can they claim he championed the voiceless when his Roe opinion condemned the most helpless group of all - the unborn?" Kmiec countered. Kmiec also criticized the outgoing Justice for his recent announcement that "I no longer shall tink with the machinery of death." "How can a justice of the Supreme Court not abide by the law of the land - which states, given due process, that capital punishment is a viable course," said Kmiec. "Once again, he has dragged personal politics into the Court." He emphasized that "Blackmun is not known, nor will be remembered, as a highly skilled judicial craftsman."

Kmiec said that he considered Senator George Mitchell (D-Me.), the leading candidate to replace Blackmun, "an unfortunate choice," who would expose the Administration to more criticism. Ethical questions could arise should opponents of new welfare or health care legislation pose constitutional challenges in a Supreme Court which includes the senator, he said. Mitchell today withdrew his name from contention.

University of Notre Dame presents

BOB DYLAN
SATURDAY • APRIL 16
8:00 PM
VALPARAISO UNIVERSITY
ATHLETICS-RECREATION CENTER
Tickets for this concert are on sale now and can be purchased through Ticket-Master by calling (312) 559-1212 in Illinois and (219) 272-7799 in Indiana. Tickets will also be sold at the Valparaiso University Ticket Office (219) 464-5233 at prices of $22, $19 and $16.

Valparaiso, IN (NW Corner of Indiana • 50 Minutes East Of Chicago)

NOTRE DAME APARTMENTS
"Newly Remodeled Apartments at Very Affordable Rates"
• SPACIOUS 2-BEDROOM APARTMENTS
• NEW APPLIANCES, CABINETS, AND CARPETS
• ENTRY SECURITY
• LAUNDRY FACILITY AVAILABLE
• 4 BLOCKS FROM NOTRE DAME CAMPUS
• PROFESSIONAL MANAGEMENT TEAM
• SKILLED MAINTENANCE CREW
• PRIVATE OFF-STREET PARKING FOR TENANTS
• SEVERAL UNITS AVAILABLE FOR IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY

NOW TAKING APPLICATIONS FOR '94-'95 SCHOOL YEAR
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL 232-8256

Enlightenment and Community in Social Action:
Defining the Social Context of the Church
R. G. BURTON
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U-Haul drivers, a change in the constitution, budget allocations and plans for freshman orientation were the major focus of discussion at last evening's Hall President's Council (HPC) meeting.

Because of a concern for safety, halls will probably no longer be able to have students drive U-Haul trucks used to transfer items to storage, according to Gayle Spencer from the Office of Student Affairs. "We are 80 to 90 percent sure you will not be able to drive them as students," said Spencer.

Plans to provide drivers will be discussed. The costs of the drivers will likely be split between the dorms using U-Haul trucks. In reviewing the council's constitution, the position of treasurer was added as part of the unanimously approved HPC constitutional changes. The policy review committee was deleted from the document. The changes will need to be approved by the Office of Student Affairs. In other administrative matters, plans for next year's budget were announced. The council will have a $35,000 budget. Special events will receive $3,000, administration costs will be allocated $1000 and off campus will receive $1000. Because of changes in the way the budget is going to be distributed, either hall allocations or weekend wheels will need to be cut from HPC's budget, according to Rich Palermo, HPC chair. The HPC will vote next week which program it wishes to sponsor. Hall allocations are about $12,000 and would amount to about $500 per dorm. Weekend wheels would receive $1000 if it is chosen to be continued.
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abortion, the Court "must not abet this forfeiture of legislative responsibility." Supporters in the press and the courts lauded Blackmun as a voice of the excluded and the powerless. "How can they claim he championed the voiceless when his Roe opinion condemned the most helpless group of all - the unborn?" Kmiec countered. Kmiec also criticized the outgoing Justice for his recent announcement that "I no longer shall tinker with the machinery of death." "How can a justice of the Supreme Court not abide by the law of the land - which states, given due process, that capital punishment is a viable course," said Kmiec. "Once again, he has dragged personal politics into the Court." He emphasized that "Blackmun is not known, nor will be remembered, as a highly skilled judicial craftsman."
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The headline of an article in yesterday's Observer was misleading in its characterization of the "Notre Dame Law Review." The article that appeared in the Law Review, which took a strong stance against mandating gay rights in college dormitories, is not the work of its author, not those of the Law Review. The Observer regrets the error.

The headline of an article in yesterday's Observer was misleading in its characterization of the "Notre Dame Law Review." The article that appeared in the Law Review, which took a strong stance against mandating gay rights in college dormitories, is not the work of its author, not those of the Law Review. The Observer regrets the error.
Business can be sweet says executive

By LAUREN AIMONETTE

News Writer

A socially responsible corporation is possible in the modern world, William Lehr, vice president and secretary of Hershey Foods Corporation, said last night in a lecture to the conference on Corporate Social Responsibility in a Global Environment being held at the Center for Continuing Education.

Lehr attempted to dispel the current theory that socially responsible corporations are myths or dinosaurs of industry by highlighting the Hershey Corporation as a business that is both internationally successful and socially responsible.

"Maybe we are an exception that proves the rule, but I don't think so," stated Lehr.

Lehr briefly outlined the life history of Milton Hershey, founder of the Hershey Corporation. Showcasing Hershey as a corporate leader who remained socially responsible throughout the rise of his business, Lehr pointed out Her­ shy's commitment to make chocolate available for every­ one at a time when milk choco­ late was considered a luxury. The values handed down to the corporation by Hershey, explained Lehr, have helped make social responsibility and ethics organized structures at the Hershey corporation.

Hershey began the corpora­ tion's balance of service and business growth early in its history, demonstrated Lehr. The Hershey Industrial School for needy boys, founded in 1909 because of Hershey's strong belief in the value of education, still exists today as the Milton Hershey School.

Dividends of Hershey stock go directly to chocolate, feed, and educate the children at the school. During the Depression Era, Hershey also built a community center, stadium, and arena in the vicinity of his fac­ tories. This community spirit remained in the corporation's actions today, stated Lehr.

Lehr pointed to the establish­ ment of the Hershey National Track and Field program for youth and the "Youth Concert Program," and the great sup­ port of the United Way and the Children's Miracle Network as ways the corporation serves the community.

Hershey's key corporate poli­ cies, explained Lehr, emphasize ethics awareness and social responsibility. Workers are provided with an ethics book and training programs to learn Hershey values.

Lehr stated that to make these policies work is critical to have good role models in the hierarchy of the corporation and to ensure aggregate outcomes will be taken if a viola­ tion of the ethics code occurs. Lehr explained that the Her­ shey corporation realizes it must practice what it preaches, and thus tries to act ethically with other businesses and the community as well as their employees. This approach leads to their formal advertis­ing policy containing of several parts. Some of these compo­ nents, stated Lehr, are "an obligation to communicate appro­ priately, high standards of taste, and importance considered with programs and media directed to youth."

These policies have led to a variety of decisions by the Her­ shey Corporation, including the decision to not advertise on MTV because "the corporation didn't feel the programs on MTV always were what we con­ sider suitable programming."

"Social responsibility and ethics are essential to every­ thing we do at Hershey," com­ mented Lehr. "We believe this is the right way to do business." Lehr further stated that the corporation realized it would be extremely easy to ignore social responsibility at times, but felt this would destroy Hershey's good name. Social responsibil­ ity and ethical behavior, said Lehr, "is good business."

The Hershey Corporation was recently named one of the top 50 corporations to work at, stated Lehr. The corporation's flexible hours, employee pro­ grams for day-care, mental and physical wellness, and competi­ tive pay all contribute to the corporation's rating. Milton Hershey's policy of social responsibility, concluded Lehr, has helped make the Hershey corporation a huge success in the chocolate and confectionery industries.

Eliza Allan Starr was a pio­ neer not only at Saint Mary's, but for the entire women's movement, Saint Mary's senior art major Catherine Adams told an audience at Haggler College Center yesterday afternoon.

Adams, who received the 1994 SISTAR grant along with Laura Hagewood, profes­ sor of English at Saint Mary's, wrote a paper entitled "Eliza Allan Starr: The Romantic Roots of a Woman-Centered Art Pedagogy." Starr was a women's activist who lived with the Sisters of the Holy Cross at Saint Mary's for a time and established the Saint Mary's Art Department.

Her woman-centered art pedagogy was based on interpretations of Romantic and Transcendental Thought, and from this "came the development of an art education methodology based on the three primary principles of the pedagogy; nature, education, and the well-being of women."

This program was revolu­tionary in that it provided training for elementary teachers aimed at nurses teaching in Catholic schools, and recent goals in art education were to see stability in what was taught by SMC students by centering on Beauty and Faith.

She believed in Emerson's "Beauty is the result of seeing past illusion by means of one's spiritual center." The surrounding areas' collection of visual art "was one of the reasons why it was on the "cut edge of edu­ cation."

In 1885, Starr was the first woman to receive the Laetare Medal from the Notre Dame because of her dedication to art education and to Catholicism, as stated Adams.

"Starr recognized the Catholic nature of medieval works as important to understanding the historical matrix in which the art was created," Adams states. "Starr criticized the nine­ teenth century Church for not being a greater patron of the arts."

Another of Starr's goals was to show the equality of women's and men's art. She did not try to legitimize women's art because it has its own legitimacy, said Adams.

The lack of art education for women at this time was descon­ necting to Starr. Ac­ cording to Adams, in the nineteenth century when some of the highly respected art schools began to admit women, Starr saw victory on the horizon.

Attention Runners....

Do you want to earn some extra cash!

Memorial Hospital, The South Bend Tribune and WSBT Stations, hosts for the 1994 Sunburst Weekend, are looking for Notre Dame or Saint Mary's students to organize and distribute our Sunburst brochures and posters to running stores through northwest Indiana, southern Michigan and the Chicago area before the end of April. You must provide your own transportation and NCAA runners are not eligible to participate. We are willing to pay up to $200 per day. Please call Jim Smoyer at 237-9145 if you are interested.

Starr an SMC pioneer

By KATHLEEN CALLAHAN

News Writer

Eliza Allan Starr was a pio­ neer not only at Saint Mary's, but for the entire women's movement, Saint Mary's senior art major Catherine Adams told an audience at Haggler College Center yesterday afternoon.

Adams, who received the 1994 SISTAR grant along with Laura Hagewood, profes­ sor of English at Saint Mary's, wrote a paper entitled "Eliza Allan Starr: The Romantic Roots of a Woman-Centered Art Pedagogy." Starr was a women's activist who lived with the Sisters of the Holy Cross at Saint Mary's for a time and established the Saint Mary's Art Department.

Her woman-centered art pedagogy was based on interpretations of Romantic and Transcendental Thought, and from this "came the development of an art education methodology based on the three primary principles of the pedagogy; nature, education, and the well-being of women."

This program was revolu­tionary in that it provided training for elementary teachers aimed at nurses teaching in Catholic schools, and recent goals in art education were to see stability in what was taught by SMC students by centering on Beauty and Faith.

She believed in Emerson's "Beauty is the result of seeing past illusion by means of one's spiritual center." The surrounding areas' collection of visual art "was one of the reasons why it was on the "cut edge of edu­ cation."

In 1885, Starr was the first woman to receive the Laetare Medal from the Notre Dame because of her dedication to art education and to Catholicism, as stated Adams.

"Starr recognized the Catholic nature of medieval works as important to understanding the historical matrix in which the art was created," Adams states. "Starr criticized the nine­ teenth century Church for not being a greater patron of the arts."

Another of Starr's goals was to show the equality of women's and men's art. She did not try to legitimize women's art because it has its own legitimacy, said Adams.

The lack of art education for women at this time was descon­ necting to Starr. Ac­ cording to Adams, in the nineteenth century when some of the highly respected art schools began to admit women, Starr saw victory on the horizon.

Freshmen Orientation Positions Available

If you are interested in working on the 1994 Freshmen Orientation committee pick up an application in the Student Government office and return it by Tuesday, April 19.
Drug maker pulls antibiotic

Associated Press

WASHINGTON
Bristol-Myers Squibb Co. began recalling its liquid oral antibiotic Thursday after foreign objects were found in some bottles, the Food and Drug Administration said.

Consumers should stop using the products and consult a health-care professional, the FDA said.

The antibiotics are named Polymox 0/S, Trimox 0/S, Betapen V/K 0/S, Vectide 0/S, Principen 0/S and Polycillin 0/S.

Small plastic caps have been found in some containers and could cause choking, the FDA said.

"If a therapeutic alternative is not readily available or appropriate, patients or the health care professionals are advised to carefully check the medicine prior to administering to ensure that it does not contain a plastic cap," an FDA written statement said.

The products are sold to pharmacies in powdered form and reconstituted before being dispensed to customers.

No injuries have been reported so far, said Betsy Adams, an FDA spokeswoman.

"There is no known risk to patients who have completed therapy with the products," the FDA statement said.

GRACE HALL PRESENTS:
A PANEL DISCUSSION & OPEN FORUM ON

RACE RELATIONS
AT NOTRE DAME

A student panel will share their views; we invite you to share yours.

Wednesday, April 13th
7:30 pm in the
Grace Hall Pit

Refreshments will be served.

Wendy Grzywacz
News Writer

The social implications of today's corporate America are rapidly changing, Michael Novak, the George Frederick Jewett Chair and Director of Political Studies at the American Enterprise Institute for Public Policy Research told an audience at the Center for Continuing Education yesterday.

"Corporations are crucial mediating structures for civil society" and serve as an "important independent social form," said Novak, an author, theologian, and former U.S. Ambassador.

Business should satisfy customers by providing goods that meet their needs, make returns on money entrusted to it by investors, create new wealth, create jobs, generate upward mobility, and provide invention and ingenuity.

A corporation would "contribute an enormous amount to the common good of our society" if it met these seven responsibilities, he said.

"Protecting the political soil of liberty" and "being a model of respect for law" are also crucial for business, according to Novak.

Business is a vital part of society because it provides a "creation of wealth," and is serves as a means to "learn skills of working with others and teamwork," said Novak.

Business is not a church, state, or political association, according to Novak. However it is an economic association to which people can give part or most of their lives.

The favorable opinions of Pope John Paul II regarding independent corporations and the role of Christianity in business were also addressed by Novak.
Wednesday, April 13, 1994

Valparaiso University Presents

VIOLENT FEMMES
Athletics-Recreation Center - Valparaiso University
Thursday, April 21 • 8:00 pm
Doors Open At 7:00 pm
Tickets are available now through Ticket-Master by calling (312) 559-1212 in Illinois and (219) 272-7979 in Indiana at prices of $18, $15, and $12. Tickets may also be purchased at the Valparaiso University Ticket Office (219) 464-5233.

You may even get paid for reading it. After all, this book from MasterCard offers lots of useful tips on finding a real job, and it’s written for students by students. To order your copy for $9.95, call 1-800-JOB-8894. MasterCard.

It’s more than a credit card. It’s smart money.
Foreigners rush to escape Rwanda

By ARTHUR ALLEN
Associated Press

KIGALI, Rwanda

Amid the crash of mortar fire, French and Belgian paratroopers evacuated the last large group of foreign refugees Tuesday as a major rebel force began pushing into Kigali from the north.

With the advance of the rebels, mostly members of the minority Tutsi tribe, the capital was extremely tense. A trip through the outskirts gave the impression of an entire city at arms.

The roads were lined with Hutu men, some dressed in new winter coats apparently looted from stores, others barefoot and armed with clubs, machetes, axes and makeshift spears and bows and arrows.

"They are afraid of the rebels and I don't blame them," said Guy Steimes, a Belgian businessman. "The rebels call themselves the Rwandan Patriotic Front, but they'll probably start killing Hutus, just like the presidential guard killed Tutsis."

The rebel-controlled Radio Muhabura, monitored by the British Broadcasting Corp., said rebel forces had taken control of two towns in northern Rwanda after inflicting heavy casualties on government troops. The report could not be immediately confirmed.

More than 100,000 refugees streamed out of Kigali toward neighboring Burundi on Tuesday to escape the advancing rebel forces, and more than 1,000 foreigners were evacuated from the capital.

An estimated 20,000 people have been slain in a week of violence, almost all of them Rwandans.

Ten Belgian soldiers taking part in a U.N. peacekeeping operation died on the first day of fighting, which was set off by a plane crash Wednesday at Kigali's airport that killed the presidents of Rwanda and Burundi.

Six Belgian civilians and at least three French also have been killed.

But the real dispute is decades-long, reflecting the enmity between Hutus who dominate the government and comprise 90 percent of the country's 8.5 million people, and Tutsis, who make up 9 percent of the population.

Two rebel battalions of about 500 men each pushed into Kigali late Tuesday, nearly surrounding the airport.

One group moved east and south of the airport, as the other tried to cut off the main road running west from the airport to the city. They hadn't succeeded by nightfall, said Col. Marc Emonts-Gast, a Belgian military spokesman.

The mostly Hutu army was pushed back at several points along a front running east-west across the city Tuesday, Belgian military sources said.

Mortar and recoilless rifle blasts shook the airport all afternoon. The airport has been turned into an operating base for French and Belgian troops, as well as journalists. French TV journalists slept Tuesday night on conveyor belts at the international check-in desk.

A reporter saw six fresh corpses with slash wounds along a road from the airport.

Officials were unable to confirm reports that members of Rwanda's interim government, appointed by the army last week, had fled a hotel in Kigali where they had holed up for days.

Norwest's
Unbelievable
Free Checking.

Everyone's Gawking
About It.

You can see it on their faces. People everywhere are amazed by our brand new Unbelievable Free Checking. After all, who'd believe no monthly service charges? Who'd believe no per check charges? Who'd believe no first order of checks? Well start believing. And only Norwest gives you 24-hour telephone banking, free access to Instant Cash machines in Indiana and Ohio. So stop by today and open your Norwest Unbelievable Free Checking account. Pretty soon you'll be gawking too.

Come to expect the best.
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Dear Editor:

Whether Bishop D'Arcy blocked the appointment of Father Charles Curran to the Notre Dame Olin Center ("ND, D'Arcy relationship examined," The Observer April 7, 1994) or not, I have no idea. But I suggest that this matter be treated, not as a legal dispute that needs to be brought out into the open, but as an occasion for serious reflection on the question, how is the Catholicity of this University to be ensured?

"Outside interference" in the management of a university is of course to be deplored; but logical teaching of a university management of a university is a prerequisite for healthy university. As Father Anselm put it; "faith seeking understanding" is how St. Anselm put it; "faith thinking about itself" might be an acceptable rephrasing.

Secondly, in the Catholic Church, faith is lived under the pastoral direction of the bishops. What this means in the concrete is a delicate, complex matter that would require a very lengthy discussion, but the principle itself is beyond question. It is one of the characteristics of the Catholic, as distinct from a Protestant understanding of a life of faith.

The notion of doctoral authority doesn't imply renunciation of one's intelligence or surrender of all critical sense; but it does imply that the believer hold the two claims are mutually incompatible are left with the conclusion — which many embrace — that the concept of a Catholic University is intrinsically contradictory. Fortunately, history itself proves the contrary; the modern university is a by-product of Catholicism.

Rather than a contradiction, I believe we are dealing with a kind of tension between two poles that are difficult to reconcile, but increasingly fruitful when kept in balance with each other. I don't pretend to have the final word on this subject, but let me offer a rough sketch of some of the principles involved.

One of the most basic is this: that their relationship is not just intellectual reflection on religious topics that might describe what is sometimes called "philosophy of religion;" but sacred theology — theology in the primary sense as it is understood in the Catholic tradition, and is the heart of a Catholic university, is a function of faith. "Faith seeking understanding" is how St. Anselm put it; "faith thinking about itself" might be an acceptable rephrasing.

Secondly, in the Catholic Church, faith is lived under the pastoral direction of the bishops. What this means in the concrete is a delicate, complex matter that would require a very lengthy discussion, but the principle itself is beyond question. It is one of the characteristics of the Catholic, as distinct from a Protestant understanding of a life of faith.

The notion of doctoral authority doesn't imply renunciation of one's intelligence or surrender of all critical sense; but it does imply that the believer

DOONESBURY

"No one can make you feel inferior without your consent."

—Eleanor Roosevelt
Can Clinton handle today's Cuban Missile crisis?

The central issue that has once again brought the Korean Peninsula to the very top of the national agenda is Cuba, the former Soviet Union's nuclear arsenal, and the specter of nuclear proliferation. It is no wonder, then, that the American government is seemingly at a loss as to how to respond to the escalating Cuban Missile crisis.

In the past, polices of nuclear deterrence have been successful. But there is a growing concern that this policy is now being undermined by the increasing proliferation of nuclear weapons.

In light of the pressing and immediate nature of this danger, it is appropriate that President Clinton should draw upon the lessons of his predecessors. It is essential that he formulate a specific "doctrine" to deal with this situation. This doctrine must be based on a realistic assessment of the current situation, and it must be articulated in a way that is clear and uncompromising.

In attempting to deter the use of atomic weapons, the Clinton Doctrine should recall the lessons of the Cold War and the current, blatant North Korean provocation. The offending nation would also have to pay a large reparation to the nation which is in conflict.

The offending nation would also have to be charged with war crimes and turn over to face trial at an international court. The offending nation would also have to permit the United States to inspect and remove its nuclear weapons.

The Clinton Doctrine should be based on the assumption that almost any nation that is determined to is capable of building or maintaining a specific "doctrine" to deal with the nuclear threat. Indeed, the argument can be constructed that proliferation is now the single most dangerous foreign issue facing us.

In attempting to deter the use of atomic weapons, the Clinton Doctrine should recall the lessons of the Cold War and the current, blatant North Korean provocation. The offending nation would also have to pay a large reparation to the nation which is in conflict.

The offending nation would also have to be charged with war crimes and turn over to face trial at an international court. The offending nation would also have to permit the United States to inspect and remove its nuclear weapons.

However, when it becomes an opportunity to point out the defects of those traditions which are not in communion with Rome then, regrettably, the celebration of ordination loses focus and "call to ministry" is transformed into a "ministry of the word and sacrament".

By the same token, the passive diplomaciy and rhetoric of the oft-cited "Clinton Doctrine," the definition of the offensive or terroristic use of a nuclear weapon as a crime against humanity and nationa lsecurity, and the declaration to prevent the use of even one nuclear weapon are all examples of the current situation, and it must be articulated in a way that is clear and uncompromising.

In attempting to deter the use of atomic weapons, the Clinton Doctrine should recall the lessons of the Cold War and the current, blatant North Korean provocation. The offending nation would also have to pay a large reparation to the nation which is in conflict.

The offending nation would also have to be charged with war crimes and turn over to face trial at an international court. The offending nation would also have to permit the United States to inspect and remove its nuclear weapons.

The Clinton Doctrine should be based on the assumption that almost any nation that is determined to is capable of building or maintaining a specific "doctrine" to deal with the nuclear threat. Indeed, the argument can be constructed that proliferation is now the single most dangerous foreign issue facing us.

In attempting to deter the use of atomic weapons, the Clinton Doctrine should recall the lessons of the Cold War and the current, blatant North Korean provocation. The offending nation would also have to pay a large reparation to the nation which is in conflict.

The offending nation would also have to be charged with war crimes and turn over to face trial at an international court. The offending nation would also have to permit the United States to inspect and remove its nuclear weapons.

The Clinton Doctrine should be based on the assumption that almost any nation that is determined to is capable of building or maintaining a specific "doctrine" to deal with the nuclear threat. Indeed, the argument can be constructed that proliferation is now the single most dangerous foreign issue facing us.

In attempting to deter the use of atomic weapons, the Clinton Doctrine should recall the lessons of the Cold War and the current, blatant North Korean provocation. The offending nation would also have to pay a large reparation to the nation which is in conflict.

The offending nation would also have to be charged with war crimes and turn over to face trial at an international court. The offending nation would also have to permit the United States to inspect and remove its nuclear weapons.

February 23, 1994

MATT REH
NIKOLE NIEDINGER

Protestant myths clarified

Letters to the editor

Dear Editor:

This letter is addressed to Mark Luttio, Off-campus.

"Griffin's regrettable lumping together of all the Reformers as separatists only serves to perpetuate the common mistaken assumption that all Reformers of the sixteenth century were of the same mind. The Marxists pompously enter into the new world situation — nuclear weapons were never used by either side during the war — and we do so in order to avoid war in the future. The only reasonable alternative is to oppose the doctrine of nuclear war."...""
“You Can’t Take It With You” captures spirit of a zany family

By THERESA ALEMAN
Assistant Accent Editor

When eccentrics cause anxiety when it comes to refining a little before present or appearance you would like is engaged to be married. The two families will have to see the Sycamore family in all its glory. Mr. Sycamore, the patriarch of the family produces fireworks in the basement of the house with his sidekick, Mr. DePina. Mrs. Sycamore peeks at a typewriter all day writing plays and painting portraits every eight years or so. The family grandfather maintains an aquarium of unusually frightening pets and owes a lifetime’s worth of back taxes to the federal government. Essie, one of the Sycamore daughters, makes and distributes candy daily while she practices ballet incessantly. Her husband Ed likes to print whatever little phrases are uttered in the family living room and distribute them with Essie’s candies.

Communication and Theatre presents final play of season

BY MICHAEL RIMBERT
Accent Writer

Wednesday, April 13, through Sunday, April 17, the Notre Dame Communication and Theatre Department will present “You Can’t Take It With You,” by George S. Kaufman and Moss Hart.

Under the direction of Father David Garecki, this Pulitzer Prize winning comedy will be the final presentation by the Notre Dame Theatre Department for the 1993-94 season.

“Even the most experienced theatregoers will find the play to be an enduring experience. It is the best of a genre and has served as a model for many comedies through the years.”

Professor Sylburg, who retired from Notre Dame Communication and Theatre after the 1990-92 season, has appeared in local productions since his retirement, including “The Sunshine Boys,” put on by the South Bend Civic Theatre last year.

Performances of “You Can’t Take It With You, you’ll run from Wednesday, April 13, through Saturday, April 16, at 8:10 PM and Sunday, April 17, at 2:30 PM. Approximate running time of the show is 2 hours and 15 minutes.

Tickets are $7 for reserved seats and are available at the door or in advance from the LaFortune Student Center Box Office.

Discount tickets for $5 are available to students and senior citizens for the Wednesday, Thursday, and Sunday performances. Call (219) 239-8128 for Visa or Mastercard orders.

The Sycamore living room is the setting for ND Communication and Theatre’s “You Can’t Take It With You.”

Tom Barkes

ND Communication and Theatre Department

is considered by many to be the best American comedy ever written, according to Tom Barkes of the Notre Dame Communication and Theatre Department, “and has served as a model for its genre.”

“Even the most experienced theatregoers will find the play to be an enduring experience. It is the best of a genre and has served as a model for many comedies through the years,” said Barkes.

Scenic designer Bruce Auerbach created the set, which brings the living room of character Grandpa Vanderhoof’s New York City home to the stage of Washington Hall.

Richard E. Donnelly, costume designer, has attire the cast in authentic clothes from the 1930’s, much of which was found in Chicagoland specialty clothing stores.

Professor Emeritus, Frederic Sylburg, who plays Grandpa Vanderhoof, donated some of his own hats to be used in the play.

Theatre Department will present the final performance by the Notre Dame Theatre and Moss Hart.

Dame

BY

Notre Dame Theatre Department, “and has served as a model for many

* Denotes Communication and Theatre major.
Kevin Johnson paced the Suns with 25 points and 10 assists. Dantas made 19 points and tied a season-high with 12 rebounds. Mokhtar Abdul-Rauf led Denver with 25 points.

Jazz 126, Kings 91

SALT LAKE CITY The Utah Jazz stayed within 10 games of Phoenix in the race for the fourth-best record in the West, getting 21 points from Karl Malone and 20 from Jeff Hornacek. It was their third straight lopsided decision, following a 24-point victory over the Clippers and a 17-point win over Dallas. Two free throws by Byron Russell gave Utah its biggest lead, 77-73, with 7:45 left in the fourth quarter.

Bulls 111, Nets 105

CHICAGO The Chicago Bulls Booted readying themselves for a run at the straight NBA championship, won their eighth straight game behind 25 points from Scottie Pippen. The Bulls moved within a half game of New York and Atlanta in the battle for the best record in the Eastern Conference. The Knicks and Hawks each have seven games left and Chicago has 8. Chicago has three straight on the losing end and must keep the comfortable margin until the last few seconds.

Cavaliers 119, Bucks 91

CLEVELAND Ohio The Cleveland Cavaliers clinched a playoff spot for the sixth time in seven seasons, beating Milwaukee behind 22 points each from Bobby Phillips and Terry Brandon. Cleveland became the fifth Eastern Conference team to qualify for the playoffs, joining New York, Atlanta, Chicago and Orlando. If the playoffs were to begin today, the Cavs would lose 1-0 to the Bulls and would open at Orlando.

The Chicago Bulls are a team of hard-working champions, destined to make a run at the straight NBA championship, won their eighth straight game behind 25 points from Scottie Pippen. The Bulls moved within a half game of New York and Atlanta in the battle for the best record in the Eastern Conference. The Knicks and Hawks each have seven games left and Chicago has 8. Chicago has three straight on the losing end and must keep the comfortable margin until the last few seconds.
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Red Sox pummel Royals, 22-11

Associated Press

KANSAS CITY, Mo. Scott Cooper hit for the cycle and drove in five runs, and the Boston Red Sox routed Kansas City 22-11 Tuesday night, the highest-scoring game ever against the Royals. The Royals had not allowed more runs since they began play in 1969, a span of 3,996 games. It also was the highest-scoring game in the 22-history of the ballpark.

Cooper went 5-for-6 with two doubles, and became the first Boston player to hit for the cycle since Mike Greenwell in 1988.

Mo Vaughn homered, tripled and drove in four runs for six runs in the first inning, then added eight runs in the sixth off Stan Belinda on two doubles, and became the first Boston player to hit for the cycle in 1969, a span of 3,986 games.


Boston ripped Kevin Appier for six runs in the first inning, but one earned run while striking out eight in six innings.

CHICAGO

Frank Thomas and rookie Joe Hall homered, leading Wilson Alvarez and the Chicago White Sox past New York their third straight win.

Alvarez (2-0) won his 10th straight decision, including a victory over Toronto in last year's playoffs. Hall hit his first major league home run and had two singles. Thomas hit a 426-foot homer and drove in three runs.

The White Sox scored five times in the fourth off Terry Mulholland (1-1), keyed by Thomas' two-run single.

Athletics 8, Blue Jays 4

OAKLAND, Calif.

The White Sox hit for the cycle and drove in five runs, and the Boston Red Sox pounded out the highest-scoring game ever against the Royals.

Six walks in two-plus innings by Paul Splottaric (0-1) set the tone for Toronto's pitching.

With Oakland up 3-2 in the third, Splottaric walked the first three hitters and was behind 2-0 to Mark McGwire. Scott Brown came on and walked in a run, and Goronimo Bedoya's shallow fly ball got another run home when second baseman Roberto Alomar fell making the catch.

Toronto got two runs back in the fifth when rookie Alex Gonzalez led off with a single and Devon White hit his second home run.

Other out of its best start since going 14-1 in 1988.

It was a small hit of revenge for the Giants and Bonds, who lost the NL West title to the Braves in the 1987 play-off game.

After Bonds' homer, Todd Benzinger singled off John Smoltz (0-1), Steve Frye (0-9) pitched two hitless innings, and Mike Jackson picked up his first save, although he gave up a pair of hits in the ninth.

Astros 7, Marlins 2

MIAMI

Andujar Cedeno homered for the 30th consecutive game and Sanders hit a three-run homer as Houston spoiled Florida's home opener.

Cedeno, the No. 3 hitter in the Astros lineup, also singled and doubled in four at-bats and leads the NL with a .538 average.

God gives each person one lifetime. What are you doing with yours?

Have you considered the Holy Cross Candidate Year?

A one-year program at Moreau Seminary at the University of Notre Dame for college graduates interested in exploring the possibility of a lifetime of service as a Holy Cross priest or brother. Scholarship assistance is available.

Call or write for information:
Fr. John Conley, C.S.C.
Fr. Patrick Hannon, C.S.C.
Congregation of Holy Cross
Box 541, Notre Dame, Indiana 46556
(219) 631-6385
BASKETBALL Wednesday, April 13, 1994

**Bookstore**

continued from page 20

Most teams play just to have fun and dream about what it would be like to play in front of screaming fans in the round of 64. Others receive shirts from sponsors, hold workouts, and become depressed if they don't play in the Sweet 16.

Some people play with roommates, drinking buddies, co-workers, girlfriends, or custodial staff members. Other people recruit the biggest, strongest, fastest player they can find and ask if he's available.

This tournament has all the quirks. Why else would someone paint themselves with war paint, put on a headband, and get a hock-ey helmet and go play basketball? How bout a group of that wore togas and those large green St. Patty's day hats to Stepan for a Sunday game? Or a team that brings out a trumpet player to play the Rocky theme song and various other '70s television theme songs? Or a team like Secretion, who dressed up while tank tops and strolled over to Stepan for a Monday rain game?

There have been some predictable occurrences too. The top 16 seeds, who everyone expects to do well, have all won handily thus far, but real challenges await them in the later rounds.

However, the random drawing of the tournament can cause anything to happen. Just ask R.S.V.P., a top 32 team led by Kirk Cunningham. They lost their dream of advancement by a 21-19 upset to a team called Sweeter Than Candy. Sweeter admitted that Sweeter slipped through the cracks and described it as sad when the random drawing hurts a great team.

Another thing to remember is that we are in South Bend and Coach Wooden can change the hour. One of the best things about Bookstore is the fact that it is played regardless of the conditions.

The commissioners discourage rescheduling whenever possible, and the weather will not cancel a game.

April 14 is the first round comes to an end tomorrow, and the round of 256 gets underway. Friday, remember that this is Bookstore Basketball and that means anything can happen.

**SPORTS BRIEFS**

Women's Bookstore Basketball. If anyone missed signing up last Friday, they will have until 4:28 p.m. on Wednesday. The players involved that have not picked up jerseys must get them by 4-16-94. Call Bob at 381-3568 for more information.

**FREE**

The Disappered
Amnesty International Concert
Thursday, April 14
4:00 - 7:00 p.m., Fieldhouse Mall
(500 LaFortune if it rains)

**FEATURING:**

Kelly's Marble
Road Runner and the Acme-Do-It-Yourself Horn Kit
July

**Magic may exit NBA**

By JOHN NADEL

Inglewood, Calif. Magic Johnson, wondering if the constant travel of the NBA has placed too many demands on his life, is leaning against returning as coach of the Los Angeles Lakers. The Los Angeles Times reported Tuesday.

The newspaper said he will decide by the end of the week, perhaps as soon as Friday. The Lakers say they know nothing of such plans, contending Johnson has insisted to discuss their situation with them after the regular season ends Sunday.

The Times said Johnson, citing restrictions on his lifestyle, estimated his chances of leaving at 70-30.

Johnson told the Times he has discussed the situation with his wife, Cookie, on Sunday night and expects to meet with owner Jerry Buss and general manager Jerry West in the next few days.
Golf teams come out swinging in tournaments

Unlikely duo leads Irish to third place

By TIM SHERMAN
Sport Writer

The struggling, inexperienced freshman and the first-year varsity senior. Not exactly the most likely sources for the two best performances of the weekend for the Notre Dame’s men’s golf team.

However, much to coach George Thomas’ surprise, he received such stellar performances from freshman Joel Hepler and senior Todd Klem. On the strength of their play, the Irish finished a very respectful third out of 13 squads this past weekend at the Indiana Invitational.

“We beat some very good teams this weekend, including Iowa and Ball St.,” said Thomas. “I’m very pleased, especially with the play of Klem and Hepler. They really surprised us. I think it’s a pretty good indication of things to come.”

For now, though, the team has to be happy with the present. Hepler finished the two-round tournament with a score of 147 (74-73), good enough for a strong third place finish.

“I was just looking for some consistency,” said Hepler, “I finally found it.”

Klem’s story is even more unlikely. He had tried out for the team the past three years and failed to make the team. This year, however, his perseverance paid off and was rewarded with a spot on the team as the fifth player.

“I ran into some trouble in my first round (81), but I got together and putted fairly well,” said Klem, who finished in the 24th spot out of 70 golfers. “It was definitely good for my confidence.”

Senior co-captain Chrissy Klein shot a low of 79 to lead the Irish to a second place finish in the Boilermaker Invitational.

On Saturday, he took advantage of his opportunity and posted the low score of any Irish linkster, an even par 72.

“Way to go. We’re all very proud of you,” said Klem, who finished in the 24th spot out of 70 golfers. “I think it’s definitely good for my confidence.”

“(I was) looking for some consistency,” said Hepler. “I finally found it.”

Klein’s story is even more unlikely. He had tried out for the team the past three years and failed to make the team. This year, however, his perseverance paid off and was rewarded with a spot on the team as the fifth player.

“I ran into some trouble in my first round (81), but I got together and putted fairly well,” said Klein, who finished in the 24th spot out of 70 golfers. “It was definitely good for my confidence.”

Entering the 1994 season, the Notre Dame women’s golf team had their fair share of uncertainties. With the loss of Coach Tom Hanlon and the graduation of number one player Kathy Phares, the Irish were searching for leadership on the course. The arrival of coach Ross Smith and the play of co-captains Chrissy Klein and Alicia Murray have put their uncertainties to rest.

Although they had a disappointing start with a loss to Southern Florida, the women’s golf team has seen the fruition of coach Ross’s influence in improving their “swings and mental attitude,” according to senior Murray.

“If we had a very encouraging weekend, said 17th place finisher Katy Cooper. “We accomplished the goal of defeating a few quality teams such as Pepperdine and Illinois State. The team is proud to have accomplished it.”

While some of the lady linksters struggled, Klein and Murray had impressive finishes of fourth and fifth, respectively. Klein shot a 79 in the final round, which was the second best score of the seventy-two tournament players. Murray finished the tournament shooting an 83. “I hit the ball pretty well,” said Murray, “but I need improvement with my short game.”

Although they achieved their goal of coming in second at the Boilermaker Invitational, they still see room for improvement.

“We have not peaked yet as a team,” said Murray. “We are looking for the same type of performance, but our goal is to win,” agreed Katy Cooper. “We think we can.”

With the goal for a first place finish in mind, the women’s golfers have two more tournaments, including this weekend’s Irish Invitational.
Illinois-Chicago pays the Price in 14-1 rout

By JENNY MARTEN
Senior Sports Writer

Senior lefthander Tom Price pitched six innings of one-hit baseball while the Irish offense rocked Illinois-Chicago pitchers in the 14-1 victory at Eck Stadium last night.

Price (6-2), pitched a perfect game through four innings before Flames designated hitter Jon Piazza slapped a single down the right field line with two outs in the fourth. Before he took himself out of the shutout after the sixth inning, Price had surrendered the lone hit to Piazza and walked none while striking out 10.

"With a lead like that and all the games this weekend, I want to be rested so I can help out the team later this week," explained Price who doused the Flames with his fastball.

Freshman lefty Paul Pryblo picked up right where Price left off taking the one-hitter into the ninth inning. In three innings on the mound, Pryblo gave up one run on one hit while walking four and striking out four for his second save of the year.

UCB broke up the shutout in the top of the ninth when junior infielder Jody Brown doubled to right field. Greg Layson drew a walk to open the game. Notre Dame did not waste any time taking an early lead with eight runs in the first inning. Greg Layson drew a walk to open the game. Scott Sollmann and Paul Failla followed with back-to-back singles to load the bases.

Kent responded as he has several times this year with a two-run double. Mark Mapes sacrifice fly to right scored Failla before Restovich crushed a two-run roundtripper to deep right field. It was the sophomore's second homer in as many games and it knocked UIC starter Matt Grucza out of the game.

Singles from Birk and Topham and a walk for Bob Lisanti loaded the bases again. Two runs scored when UIC shortstop Dan D'Alessandro bobbled the ball and another crossed the plate on a fielder's choice to bring the inning score to 8-0 in favor of the Irish.

Birk put the Irish on the board in the second with a booming two-run home run over the scoreboard in left field, and Restovich added two more in the third with a two-run double.

The Flames shut down the Irish offense in the fourth and fifth innings, but Notre Dame picked up two more runs in the inning when Craig DeSens's single brought Rowan Richards and Failla across the plate to raise the Irish advantage to 14-0.

Grucza (10-1) took the loss for the Flames after surrendering five runs on four hits in just one-third of an inning. UIC used three other pitchers in the contest, the last of which, John Gerlach was perfect in the final three frames with six strike outs.

Tomorrow, the Irish are scheduled to face Michigan (13-15) in Ann Arbor, but the Michigan field has been drenched by 11 inches of rain recently and the game might have to be rescheduled.

---

Call x2169 and wish Nora a Happy Birthday!
We Love you!
E, Donz, Bakes, Jules, Beth

---

Return ballot entries to the Observer - 3rd Floor Lafortune Center - Attn: Jenny Marten by 5:00pm Friday, April 15. Then come to the game on Monday, April 18 at 5:00pm. If your entry correctly chooses the starters, you will be entered into a drawing for a Notre Dame Baseball jacket which will be given away in the first inning of the second game. You must be present at the game to win...and stay in your seats, because if the jacket is not claimed we'll draw another winner in the second, then the third.
Graham continued from page 20

this, but because I am a football player in the spotlight, everyone wants to know what happens. Everyone thinks ath-
leles get away with a lot of stuff, but being a football play-
er has nothing to do with the way I am being treated. I want everyone to know I am being treated like any other student.”

The senior sociology and ed-

education major said that he has had conversations with Notre Dame security police but did not feel it was appropriate to talk about those meetings. He also said he had not met with
teach coach Lou Holtz but plans

to in the near future.

Graham admitted to spending
time in apartment 332L at The Pointe, (the residence where

police confiscated property

stolen from the Notre Dame

campus) but said he never lived

There is no one who could say I lived there except my roommates on campus and they will tell you that I have been liv-
ing in my dorm.”

Graham also had a few words for the individual(s) who ac-

credited him of this crime.

"I would like to tell the per-

sons) who accused me to come

forward and tell the truth; that they didn’t see me do anything. And I hope they are not getting thrills by seeing me suffer and

persecuted by the media and the students.”

Since the announcement of

the absence of Graham and
teammate Mike Miller from

spring practices, much specula-
tion has circled campus con-

cerning the reasons. Graham

said those rumors have been a

source of trouble for himself, his family, and his friends.

"Everywhere I walk people talk about the accusations, peo-

ple call my room for infor-

mation. They harass my room-

mates. I can’t even eat on cam-

pus or go to a Bookstore bas-

tball game. I understand

that I put myself in this posi-
tion, that I forced the media

and people to act this way, but I

would hope they would look at

the fact that I have never done

anything wrong here.

"This has been very embar-

rasing to me and to my family

and friends back home in

Chicago. I have talked to my

mother and said her everything

that took place, and she is very

concerned. She really doesn’t

understand what it means be-

ing a football player at Notre

Dame.”

Graham said he takes full

responsibility for his actions and

is very concerned with the ef-

fect this is having on his family,
his teammates, and the Uni-

versity.

"I want to apologize to my

family, the University and to my

teammates. After my family

comes my teammates and I

know that they are having to
deal with this. Our football


team is in a reloading stage,

and I can see where the nega-

tive publicity could affect the

team. This is not the way a

senior should act, going into his

final season when he is sup-

posed to be a leader.”

Graham admits that his situa-
tion is serious but believes that

because he is not guilty, he will

remain at Notre Dame and on

the football team.

"I understand this is a big

thing, but I can’t help feeling
that all of this will work out be-
cause I am innocent. I think I’ll

be playing for Notre Dame in

the fall.”

Moore continued from page 20

In last Saturday’s scrimmage,

Moore played an instrumental

role in the defense’s domina-
tion of the offense. He broke

up two passes and had three
tackles, one that kept sopho-

more receiver Derrick Mayes

from gaining a first down on a

key fourth down play.

"The defense played well

overall,” he said Saturday.

"The offense has some injured

players, though. So it’s not the

same when some of those guys

are out.”

Moore understands the prob-

lems with being out. Having

spent a year off, he has had

plenty of time to plan a come-

back. In hopes of making his
determined bid for a starting

role stick, Moore worked hard

during the off season. He gained

nearly twenty pounds of sheer

muscle and dramatically im-

proved his speed.

So not bad for someone with

nothing to prove.

Stay updated

with

Bookstore

Basketball

coverage in

The Observer

"World's Greatest Sports Writer"-GQ

SANT MICHAEL'S LAUNDRY

WILL AGAIN OFFER

SUMMER STORAGE

FOR YOUR WINTER ITEMS!!

STORAGE POLICY:

• STORAGE BEGINS APRIL 18, 1994, DROP OFF
SAINT MICHAEL'S LAUNDRY DISTRIBUTION CENTER

• STORAGE FEE MAY BE DEDUCTED FROM
YOUR LAUNDRY CONTRACT, OR CHARGED TO
YOUR STUDENT ACCOUNT

• ALL ITEMS MUST BE LAUNDRER OR DRY
CLEANED BY SAINT MICHAEL'S

• A $5.00 STORAGE FEE WILL BE ADDED TO YOUR
INVOICE

• ALL STORAGE MUST BE RETRIEVED NO LATER
THAN SEPTEMBER 9, 1994 OR AN ADDITIONAL FEE
OF 15% OF THE TOTAL INVOICE WILL BE IMPOSED

ST. MICHAEL'S LAUNDRY DIST. CTR.
HOURS 8:00 A.M. - 4:00 P.M. M-F
ST. MICHAELS LAUNDRY OFFICE
HOURS 7:30 A.M. - 4:30 P.M. M-F 831-7802

HELP

Report.

Questions? Please call Larissa, 1-4553

SHOULD ALL

STUDENTS HAVE

ACCESS TO CABLE

TV?

Help Student Government get cable

and other improvements for stu-
dents! Work on the Board of Trustees
Report.

Meeting for interested on Sunday,
April 17 9:00 p.m. in the Student
Government Office, 2nd floor
LaFortune.

LAFAYETTE SQUARE
TOWNHOMES

“Luxury Living You Can Enjoy & Afford”

UNITS STILL AVAILABLE FOR ’94-’95 SCHOOL YEAR

• 4 & 5 BEDROOM TOWNHOMES

• 2 BATHROOMS

• SECURITY SYSTEMS & SECURITY GUARDS

• KITCHENS WITH DISHWASHER, GARBAGE DISPOSAL, REFRIGERATOR & RANGE

• WASHER & DRYER IN EACH UNIT

• GAS HEAT

• CENTRAL AIR CONDITIONING

• PROFESSIONAL MANAGEMENT

• ONLY 1 MILE FROM NOTRE DAME CAMPUS

232-8256
Lax secures crucial regional victory

By TIM SHERMAN
Sports Writer

Coming off their sloppiest performance of the year, the Notre Dame lacrosse team shrugged off some second period difficulties to respond with a 18-10 victory over host Butler yesterday in their first of four conference games.

With such a brief slate of league games, each contest is crucial to Notre Dame's NCAA tournament hopes. The Irish need to win all four to qualify for their fourth appearance in five years.

The Irish successfully took the first step against Butler, but not without a struggle.

"We needed to step it up a bit after Saturday," said sophomore Brian Gilfillan, who tallied twice for the Irish. "For the most part, we did. We struggled a bit in the second but were able to keep it up.

The fast-starting Irish once again took charge of the game early, as they jumped out to a 6-1 first period lead. Senior attackman Robbie Snyder was instrumental in the spurt, as he scored a pair in the stretch.

Notre Dame extended the margin to 9-2 early in the second period and appeared to be putting the game out of reach of the Bulldogs.

To their credit, Butler managed to stabilize, and proceeded to rip off five unanswered goals before halftime, slicing the lead to a mere two goals.

"It was frustrating, but we maintained our composure and were able to keep our heads. We weren't nervous, but we knew we had to get back into it mentally," said Gilfillan.

After Butler had somewhat slowed the tide with a goal of their own, the Irish delivered the knockout punch, ending the game with four more tallies.

Complimenting Snyder and Gillilan was the all-time Irish goal-scorer Randy Colley. The senior tri-captain continued to rewrite the record book as he found the back of the net twice.

Also scoring multiple goals for coach Kevin Corrigan were freshman midfielder Bill Hogan and defenseman Mike Iorio. "Iorio played a superb game," noted Gillilan. "He cut down on his penalties and really helped us keep our composure. Plus, it's great any time a defenseman scores, never mind twice." The victory was crucial for the Irish in that it got them back on track and ready to make their run into the tournament.

"This was a good, solid Midwestern win. We have to win the rest of our conference games now that Michigan State won," said Gillilan. "If we do that, we achieve one of our goals. Right now, our chances are looking fantastic if we play like we were capable of."
Irish out of luck on St. Patrick's Day

Recent headlines remind us all that we have legal responsibilities when consuming alcohol.

For a hand-out on applicable Indiana laws, and tips on how to host a responsible party, please stop by the Office of Alcohol and Drug Education, Mezzanine Level of LaFortune Student Center.

OF INTEREST

The Zeum Hall Agostini Jam will be held Wednesday, April 13 in the LaFortune Ballroom. It begins at 8:00 p.m. and all local bands will play. Tickets can be bought for $3 at this dining hall and at the actual concert. All proceeds go to charity.

The CHANNEL Program offers opportunities for ministry in Social Service, Parish, Teaching positions along with support and training in the Archdiocese of Seattle, Rich Salvy, CHANNEL Director, will be meeting with those interested in CHANNEL at the OIC, Thursday, April 14, from 9:00 a.m. to noon, Interviews will be scheduled for that afternoon.

Looking for that apartment/housemate? Get your name on the USA listing down in Career and Placement and check back frequently to see who else might be heading your way after graduation.

DINING HALL

Notre Dame

St. Mary's

Call 284-4500

JASON KELLY'S PICK

Notre Dame

While none of these are the pseudo-home-cooked meals that we were treated to last night in the dining halls, Notre Dame Food Services has once again provided us with a plethora of options for our evening meal tonight.

I am, by nature, a fan of the tomato soup. Some say its a bit hipster, but who cares? I like it, and I disagree. A nice bowl of soup would go nicely with the all too often overlooked salad bar. Not only are the salad bar treats tasty and good for you, but a trip to the bar also offers you the opportunity to get a good overview of the goings-on in your dining hall.

St. Mary's

I am at a loss as to what to suggest for this evening at Saint Mary's since the menu was once again unavailable to me, as well as you. For tonight, I am going to go out on a limb and refrain from making a suggestion. I am confident that in this, the 8th month of the school year, you can make this decision on your own. Please, let me know how it goes!
LaRon Moore looks to make an impact in the Irish secondary as a fifth-year senior next year.

Fifth-year senior LaRon Moore to return to Irish secondary

By MIKE NORBUT
Assistant Sports Editor

LaRon Moore has returned to the Notre Dame football team incognito. The senior defensive back walked into the first day of drills this spring wearing number nine, the jersey worn by three-year starter and Irish secondary star Jeff Burris.

That's pretty gutsy considering he has a lot to prove to his old teammates.

"I'm working hard and trying to do the best I can," Moore said. "Hopefully I can get a job on the first or second team. I'm just taking it one day at a time."

Moore missed last year's season due to problems with academics, an event that has made him take a step back and recognize the important things in life.

"Last year was unfortunate," he continued. "I didn't put things in perspective and I let my grades slip. It made me realize my opportunities. And opportunities abound for the Indianapolis, IN native.

"We've had some losses in the secondary due to graduation," Moore said. "That means that players like myself, Travis Davis, LeShane Saddler, and others that have not had much playing time need to step up."

With the losses of starters Burris, Greg Lane, and John Covington, along with the coaching staff's decision to move cornerback Bobby Taylor to free safety, the secondary has been left like a puzzle with a few pieces missing.

And Moore has the possibility to become the perfect fit.

The senior has worked his way up to the first team this spring, earning a preliminary starting role at corner opposite junior Brian Magee.

Graham: 'It's a misunderstanding'

By GEORGE DOHRMANN
Sports Editor

In the wake of accusations of theft and an investigation by Notre Dame security police, football player Tracy Graham maintained that he is innocent and that questions regarding his possession of stolen merchandise are the result of a misunderstanding.

"This is all speculation," Graham said. "I feel like I was targeted because of an argument between myself and a girl," Graham said. "I was in the wrong place at the wrong time, and I have nothing to hide."

Graham would not discuss in detail the accusations that he was involved in thefts that occurred on campus in January.

but wished to express his concerns about the events of the past few days. "The fact that I haven't had any conflict or anything bad happen at Notre Dame is not even being considered in this situation, I would hope that the student body would look at my history first. They have started judging me before anything has been confirmed, and I have nothing to hide. This is all speculation."

Graham said he feels his situation stems from a misunderstanding and has received extra attention because he is an athlete.

"I like to think, being at Notre Dame, that being black or an athlete has nothing to do with it."

see GRAHAM / page 17